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§ 1. Introduction. Let M and M be orientable C°° manifolds such that
dim M—m — m+k and dim M—m and let / be a C°° embedding of M into M.
Then there exists a well-known relation between the Pontrjagin classes of M,
M and the normal bundle v(M). This relation is also accessible by the classical
method of Riemannian geometry. The purpose of the present paper is to get
a formula corresponding to the lowest part of the relation and then to use it
to find some properties of an embedded submanifold in some special cases.
Indeed our effort is concentrated on integrating the curvature in the normal
connection.

We consider that M is endowed with a C°° Riemannian metric g and M
with the Riemannian metric g induced by the embedding. Any 4-cyble in M
induces a 4-cycle in M and there exists a relation between the periods on these
cycles. In order to get an explicit expression of such a relation we consider a
four-dimensional compact orientable C°° submanifold N of M instead of a 4-cycle.
In the beginning part the codimesion k is assumed to be arbitrary but in the
last paragraph it is assumed to be 3.

In § 2 we recall fundamental equations of embedding in Riemannian geometry.
The well-known relation of Pontrjagin classes of an embedded manifold is [2],
[3], [4]

mod torsion,

where v(M) is the normal bundle. The relation between the periods on a 4-
cycle γ is therefore

/*(P*(M)) I r=P,{M) I y
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The curvature tensor KμχPQ of the normal connection plays the central role in
P4(v(M)), but for further treatment a local 3-form Uμχκ which appears in §3
seems to be more useful. In § 4 two domains are considered in M and the local
3-forms on them are compared in the intersection. There we find a mapping φ
of the intersection into SO(k). In § 5 we treat the case k=3. In some special
case where such mappings φ become surjections, we can express the period
PA(v{M)) IN by a sum of degrees of mappings φ. The main results are Theorem
3.1 and Theorem 5.1.

The author thanks Professor Y. Tomonaga for his kind assistance throughout
the work. The author also thanks Professor K. Ogiue whose kind information
made the start of the work possible.

§2. Fundamental equations of embedding [1], [5].

Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold isometrically embedded in a Rieman-
nian manifold (M, g) and let the embedding be expressed locally by

We suppose that dim M=m, dim M=m—m+k and the letters xh and yκ are
used as the local coordinates of M and M respectively where the indices run
as follows,

h, i, j , '-' — 1,'", m-\-k ιc, λ, μ, ~ = 1, ~ , m

For these indices we adopt usual summation convention. For the indices

P, Q, R, — = m + l , ••• , m+k

we use the following summation convention,

m+k

Σ HvμPHλκP is written HvμPHλκP.
P=m + 1

We also use the following notations,

Bh

λ=dxh/dyx = dλx
h , Bμ\=BμB

h

λ ,

* 1 [h

μλ\ K \ji

where gih and gμλ are respectively the local components of the Riemannian

metrics g and g,\ A and j ..J- are respectively the Christoffel symbols of

(M, g) and (M, g) and Hμλ

h are the local components of the second fundamental
form. We use the symbol 7 of Riemannian connection in the sense of Van der
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Waerden-Bortolotti with respect to M and M but not with respect to the normal
bundle v(M).

The curvature tensors, namely the Riemann-Christoffel tensors of M and
M are

\ji] \ki\ [ktWji] [jt

μλ] μ\vλ\ \vτ.

Now we assume that O is a domain of M such that there exists an ortho-
normal normal jfe-frame field covering O where the k normal vectors are denoted
by Np, P=m+ί, •••, m+k. Denoting their local components by N%> we have

(2.1)

(2.2)

where gJi and gμl are defined by gitg
ht=δϊ, gχτg

KT=δχ.
From the definition of the symbol V we have

{h\
(2.3) liN^dχNp + B'xl \Np.

We define as usual HμλP and LλPQ by

(2.4)

(2.5) LλPi

with the use of which the equations of Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci are written
as follows,

(2.6)

(2.7) Kkj

(2.8) K k j j Q μ Q μ Q

Λ- Hv

τpHμτQ—Hμ

τ

PHvτQ ,

where

(2.9) V ^ p = 9 ^ p - | Γ \HTXP-\
[vμi [vλ

(2.10) V^L p ^ L ^ - 1 T
 )LTPQ
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When a connection is induced in the normal bundle in the standard way
from the Riemannian connections of M and M, the resulting curvature tensor
is given by

(2.11) KμχpQ — lμL μPQ

If we take another &-frame field where the normal vectors are rNP, P=m+1,
•••, m+k, then the new &-frame field is related to the old one by

(2.12) 'NP=aPQNQ,

where the matrix [_aPQ~] can be considered as an SO(k) valued function. Cor-
responding to (2.12) the components of the curvature tensor of the normal con-
nection undergo the transformation

(2.13) 'KμχpQ^dpsClQTKμχsT ,

hence

J^vμPQ J^ λtcPQ — J^vμPQJ^ λicPQ

This proves that there exists a global 4-form expressed locally by KVμpQKλκPQ
dyvdyμdyλdyκ.

We get from (2.8) and (2.11)

(2.14) KkjinBVμNPN
h

Q=KvμpQ-VHjpHμτQ-Hμτ

PHvτQ.

§3. The local 3-form Uμλκ.

In order to find the relation between the Pontrjagin classes P4(M) and P4(M)
we define the following tensor,

(3.1) Wvμx^Kk^Kihmlg^

For the second member we get in virtue of (2.2)

•ίivμλK i &vμλκ I ^vμlκ

where

Now in view of equations (2.6), (2.7) and (2.14) we get

^vμλtc'=z\Kvμτσ HvσpH μτp-{- H μσpHvτp)
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and, as we need only the skew symmetric part Svflικ=Wιvμχκi of Wvμχκ, we can
write

μτPL χPQHκ

τ Q-\-^LVPQHμτQL λPRHκ

τ

 R ,

λ

apHκa

λ

a

PH\

where ~ means equality of the skew symmetric parts.
As we have

we get after some calculation

or

(3.2) Rk^i^BVμί^K^Kx^-^l^H^

which is an equation globally valid.

From (3.2) we see that for any 4-cycle γ of M we have

(3.3)

for the period on γ of the Pontrjagin class P4 of the normal bundle.
From (2.11) we get
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KvμPQKλκPQrsJ4tlvLμP(^lχLκPq— 8VVL μPρL XPRLKRQ

-\~ALVPRL μRqL χpsL KSQ

~4flv{L μpςfl χLκPQ — (2β)L μPQL χpRLκRQ)

as we have LvPRL μRQL XPSLKSQ^O in view of

LVPRLμRqL χpsLKSQ — LvRpLμpQL XRβLKSQ

= LvPRL XRQLμPsLκSQ^— LvPRLμ

Thus we get

(3.4) KvμPQKλκPQ~lvUμλκ,

where Uμλκ is a skew symmetric tensor defined by

(3.5) Uμλκ~4LμPQlχLκPQ-{%β)LμPQLχpRLκRQ.

As this tensor is defined only in the domain 0, the closed form

KvμpQKXκPQdyvdyfdyλdyκ

is not a derived form.
Thus we have proved the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.1. The Pontrjagin class PMM)) of the normal bundle v(M) is
represented by the closed form

where KμλPQ is the curvature tensor of the normal connection. This Pontrjagin
class is locally represented by the derived A-form

Aa1lv{LμPQlλLκPQ-{2β)LμPQLχPRLκRQ)dy"dy^dyλdyκ

f

where locally means in each open set where an orthonormal normal k-frame field
exists.

§4. The relation between local 3-forms in the overlapping domain.

In the foregoing paragraph we considered only one domain 0 in M. Now
we assume that O and fO are domains over each of which there exists an
orthonormal normal &-frame field and Oίλ'Oφty. We denote by {NP} the k-
frame field on O and by {'NP} the β-frame field on Ό . Then in 0Γ\Ό we have

(4.1) 'NP=aP8Ns,

where the kxk matrix [ α ^ ] is an orthogonal matrix with det[αp 5 ] = l. We
want to find the relation between the 3-forms Uμχκ and 'Uμχκ obtained respec-
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tively on 0 and Ό .
In view of (2.5) and (4.1) we get

(4.2)

and

(4.3) lλ'' LκpQ

where the sign ^ is used instead of the equality sign when only the skew
symmetric parts with respect to Greek indices are considered. From (4.2) and
(4.3) we get after straightforward calculation

(3 Lμpς^Jχ LκpQ — 2' LμPq L χPR' LKRQ)

κpq 2LμPqLXPRLKRQ)

hence

(4.4) / U μ λ κ — U μ λ κ ^ A μ Q μ

We have

dvaLTdμaLsdλaKτdκaκs

= (aQVdvaQτ)(aLVdμaLs)(apUdλapT)(aκudκaκs).

If we define AμTS by Aμτs=apτdμaPs, then we have ΛμTs = — ΛμSτ and

Avγτ A μV SAIUT Aκu s — Avτγ A μT sAχuv AκΌ $

— AvτγAlχjvAμτsAκιis — AvTvAisγAμτijAκsi[

— Avγj<AχγsAμUTAκuβ1^ AvγτAμvsAXUTAκus .

This proves that

(4.5) a Q τ d μ a Q s d λ

λ

is"a closed 3-form. We also have

and (4.5) is the pull back φ*ω of a closed 3-form ω on SO{k) where φ is a
mapping φ: OΓ\Ό->S0(k).

Let us consider that a compact orientable four-dimensional manifold N is
embedded in M and assume that N can be covered by domains O1} •••, OA of
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M such that for each α = l, •••, A there exists an orthonormal normal &-frame
field on Oa and such that Oar\Obr\OcΓ\N=Q for ί^a<b<c^A. If Dlf •••, DA

are domains of N such that DaΓλDb=Q for l£a<bβA, DoSZθa for l<gα<Ξj4
where Da is the closure of Da, N is covered by Dlf •••, / ^ and furthermore,
DaΓ\Db—Datb are closed C°° submanifolds of JV or 0, then we have in view of (3.4)

I KvμPqKλκPqdyv dyμ dyλ dyκ

- Σ

b

where i) α > δ is endowed with a suitable orientation. Then we have a mapping
Da>b-+ SO(k) as the restriction of ^α,δ^ OaΓΛθb-+ SO(k) which we also write
φa,b Da,b-> SO(k). In view of (4.4) we get

(4.6) ( KvμPQKλκPQdypdyvdyλdyκ=-

(4.7) / β . » = 4 ( ?«•»*<»•

If we take local coordinates ua, a=l, •••, k(k—l)/2, in SO(&) and put i?=[αp5],
the closed 3-form ω is given by

(4.8) ω-trace {{R-ιdγR){R-ιdβR){R~1daR))durdu^dua,

where da — d/dua.

§5. Some special cases with &=3.

If k=3, o) takes a simple form. In this case we can take as R a matrix
with entries

i?π=cos φ cos θ cos ψ—si

) cos ^ cos </>+cos

α = l , 2 ,3,

£ i? 3 2 =sin^sin^ , i?33=cos θ .

Then we have
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0 0 —COS ψ

0 0 —smφ

I cos φ sin φ 0

0 1 0)

R~1d2R= - 1 0 0

0 0 0,

0 cos θ —sin # sin 92"

—cos θ 0 sin θ cos ψ

3in#sin<^ — sin ^ cos ^ 0

where we have put uι~θ, u2=φ, us=φ. From this we get

393

sin θ sin 2ψ — sin θ cos ψ sin φ 0

—sin θ cos φ sin φ sin θ co§2φ 0

—cos θ cos φ —cos θ s'mφ §mθ)

hence

(5.1) ω=6s'mθ dθ dφ dψ .

As the degree na,b of the mapping φa>b' Da,b-> SO(3) is given by

Γ Γ

we get in view of (5.1)

\ φatb*ω=4&π2na,b.
JDn.b

Hence we have from (4.7)

Ia,b=64:π2na,b.

This proves in virtue of (3.3), (4.6) and (4.7) the following theorem.

THEOREM 5.1. Let (M, g) be an orient able Riemannian manifold of dimension
m isometrically embedded in an orient able Riemannian manifold (M, g) of dimen-
sion m+3. The normal bundle is denoted by v(M). Let N be a four-dimensional
compact orientable submanifold embedded in M. We assume that there exist
domains Olf •••, OA of M satisfying OXKJ' -UOAZDN, admitting for each a = l,
••• , A an orthonormal normal 3-frame field of v{M) on Oa and such that OαΠ
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Obr\OcΓ\N=0 for l^a<b<_c^Λ. Let Du •••, DA bejίomains of N satisfying
DaΓλDb=0 for l^a<b£A, Dad0a for l^a^A, N=D1U - \JDA and such that
DaΓ\Db=Da,b are closed C°° submanifolds of N or 0. Then we have for the
period of PMM)) on N

where n is the sum of the mapping degree na>b of the mapping φa,b'> Da,b->SO(3).

We can consider the case where M coincides with N.
We have as yet no positive example. The following example is a negative

one.
P2(C) can not be embedded in R7 in such a way as stated in Theorem 5.1.
Proof. If M~N~P2{C) in R1 satisfies the condition stated above, we get

\N=64a1π*n. But it is known that [3]
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